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Yellow Grey Red Blue

The yellow swimmer focus' on developing strong 
fundamentals throughout all strokes. The goal is to 

provide the swimmer with an ideal foundation upon 
which only positive habits and stroke technique can 

be built.

The grey swimmer starts incorporating more 
advanced stroke specific techniques while building 

power and endurance into their fundamental 
techniques learned as a yellow swimmer.

The red swimmer focuses their attention on refining 
stroke specific techniques while they begin to 

incorporate training regimes into their practices as 
they begin develop power and endurance 

throughout all strokes.

The blue swimmer has proven that they have developed strong technique and 
endurance throughout all strokes and are now ready to focus primarily on 

developing power while fine tuning their strokes.

Group entry requirements Group entry requiremtents Group entry requirements Group entry requirements

Backstroke:

Able to comfortably swim 25m without stopping on 
their back

successfuly demonstrated all learning outcomes 
from group yellow.

Successfully demonstrated all learning outcomes 
from group grey.

Time standards:

A general understanding of what backstroke is: 
flutter kick on back while moving arms in a windmill 
motion

Minimum Time standards: 200 Individual Medley:  4:00

Freestyle 50m freestyle: 45

Able to comfortably swim 25m freestyle without 
stopping 

50m backstroke: 54

Swimmers should have a general understanding of 
what freestyle is : flutter kick on front while moving 
arms in a windmill motion

50m breastroke: 56

Swimmer should be able to demonstrate an ability to 
breath comfortably while swimming freestyle

(swim kids level 5)

Group learning outcomes Group learning outcomes Group learning outcomes Group Learning Outcomes

Fly Fly Fly Fly

Basic dolphin kick: Legs are relaxed, big toes 
touching, ankes apart, Knees bend for downbeat of 
kick, buttocks break surface after each downkick

1 arm butterfly with 2 well timed kicks per stroke 
and appropriate timing of breathe: kicks are timed 
when hand initiates stroke to support breathing and 
with hand begins to recover / head re-enters the 
water after breath

Is able to successfully complete the 50m butterfly in 
compliance to the FINA standards: to review fina 
standards please visit the following link.  http:
//www.fina.org/content/sw-8-butterfly

Is able to successfully swim, train and race butterfly in compliance to 
the FINA standards: to review fina standards please visit the following 
link.  http://www.fina.org/content/sw-8-butterfly

Dolphin kick with fins on all sides, hands by sides 
(front/sides/back)

Basic fullstroke butterfly with fins while attempting 
to maintain stroke and breath timing

Dolphin kick with board, arms extended, breathing 
every 2nd kick

Develops dolphin kick power and endurance with 
and without fins.

Integrate 1 arm stroke into dolphin kick with board 
above head
Start integrating 1 arm butterfly with fins : arm 
extended above head

Back Back Back Back

Balance kk on back with strong body poisition : chin 
back, chest raised breaching surface, hips in line with 
chest on surface, kick initiated from hips, toes 
pointed bubbling on surface, legs straight (minimal 
knee bend)

Rolling Rocket: Balance streamline kick for a few 
seconds on front before smoothly rolling over onto 
their back. Kick remains steady and consistent 
throughout turn. Head remains imobile and clamped 
between streamlined arms  

Is able to successfully complete the 50m backstroke 
in compliance to the FINA standards: to review fina 
standards please visit the following link.  http:
//www.fina.org/content/sw-6-backstroke

Is able to successfully swim, train and race backstroke in compliance to 
the FINA standards: to review fina standards please visit the following 
link.  http://www.fina.org/content/sw-6-backstroke
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Balance kk on side with strong body poisition : chin 
up, eyes towards the roof, chest slightly pushed out, 
hips in line with chest, arms straight on side, kick 
initiated from hips, knees slightly bent, toes pointed

Build backstroke kick endurance and power while 
kicking in both streamline and balanced body 
position

Rolling balance kk with relaxed roll from side to side 
with strong body position: chin up, eyes towards the 
roof, chest slightly pushed out, hips in line with 
chest, kick initiated from hips, knees slightly bent, 
toes pointed

maintain strong body position while incorporating 
more challenging stroke specific skills

Backstroke with opposite windmill arms while 
maintainging strong body position : chin back, chest 
raised breaching surface, hips in line with chest on 
surface, arms straight on side, kick initiated from 
hips, toes pointed bubbling on surface / arms 
straight during recovery, entering above head hands 
turned outwards

Encorporate body role into stroke cycle: body roles 
through the hips and shoulders in time with arm 
motions, head remains still with eyes on the roof, 
head remains relaxed and back 

Streamline kick on back 25m with strong body 
position and tight streamline position : chin back, 
chest raised breaching surface, hips in line with chest 
on surface, arms straight on side, kick initiated from 
hips, toes pointed bubbling on surface

Begin to have an understanding of bent arm 
underwater pull: after entry arm reaches deep down 
into the water, bends at elbow and with palm facing 
towards their feet. In one motion pushes arm and 
hand all the way to the hips to finish the stroke.

Back Kick endurance / power

Breast Breast Breast Breast

Basic whip kick with propper kick progression:
- Heels recover toward buttocks, with fee going from 
toes pointed to ankles bent
- Feet turn out; knees separate to shoulder width
- Feet kick backward and downward in semicircular 
motion
- Kick finishes with big toes toegether, legs extended

Breastroke Underwater pullouts: push off in 
streamline, full double arm pull all way to hips, kick 
up to surface while extending arms back into 
streamline

Is able to successfully complete the 50m breast 
stroke in compliance to the FINA standards: to 
review fina standards please visit the following link.  
http://www.fina.org/content/sw-7-breaststroke

Is able to successfully swim, train and race breaststroke in compliance 
to the FINA standards: to review fina standards please visit the following 
link.  http://www.fina.org/content/sw-7-breaststroke

Basic breast stroke pull with breathing:
- Hands & forearms sweep outward to make a V
- Hands & forearms sweep inward & backward 
(elbows bend)
- Hands, forearms, & elbows move together under 
shoulders
- Arms extend forward together
- Breath is taken as body is at highest point
- Hands are starting insweep
- Forehead pushes forward as arms extend
- One breath per stroke cycle
- Exhalation occurs underwater

Develops an appropriately sized breaststroke pull 
with propper breath timing and power generation: 
hands remain in front of chest at all times, breathing 
phase is initiated during power phase in order to get 
height and forward motion while breath is taken at 
bodies highest point
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Uses appropriate breaststroke timing: The stroke 
begins in the streamline position, is initiated with 
pull-power-breath cycles, arms return to streamline 
while legs perpare to kick, kick is engaged, ends with 
a sustained glide in streamline

Develop whip kick power and endurance

Free Free Free Free

Balance kk on front with strong body poisition : chin 
down, eyes on the bottom of the pool, hips in line 
with chest on surface, arms straight on side, kick 
initiated from hips, toes pointed

Rolling Rocket: Balance streamline kick for a few 
seconds on front before smoothly rolling over onto 
their back. Kick remains steady and consistent 
throughout turn. Head remains imobile and clamped 
between streamlined arms  

Is able to successfully complete the 50m freestyle 
stroke in compliance to the FINA standards: to 
review fina standards please visit the following link.  
http://www.fina.org/content/sw-5-freestyle

Is able to successfully swim, train and race freestyle stroke in 
compliance to the FINA standards: to review fina standards please visit 
the following link.  http://www.fina.org/content/sw-5-freestyle

Balance kk on side with strong body poisition : chin 
up, eyes towards the roof, chest slightly pushed out, 
hips in line with chest, arms straight on side, kick 
initiated from hips, knees slightly bent, toes pointed

Develops flutter kick endurance and power when 
kicking with a board, in streamline and/or in balance 
kick position. 

Freestyle stroke efficiency : Full stroke arms fully 
extended every stroke pulling all the way through 
hips

Rolling balance kk with relaxed roll from side to side 
with strong body position: chin up, eyes towards the 
roof, chest slightly pushed out, hips in line with 
chest, arms straight on side, kick initiated from hips, 
knees slightly bent, toes pointed

Free: bent arm recovery / breathing every 3 / 
breathing position / body position / endurance

Appropriate shoulder/body role between strokes

Freestyle catch-up drill (strong body position, arms 
extended, one arm performs pull at a time, when 
required swimmer breathes

Continues to maintain a rythmic breathing pattern 
every three strokes with appropriate breathing 
position while encorporating more advanced stroke 
specific techniques

Freestyle breathing position on both sides: body 
roles naturally onto side, eyes move directly from 
the bottom of the pool to the side with body role, 
ear remains tight on extended arm before eyes 
return to bottom when finished breath

Develops a bent arm recovery: during recovery 
phase of stroke elbow bends to keep elbow high 
with hand remaining lower close to the body, arm 
extends almost fully above head before re-entering 
the water

Basic full stroke freestyle with windmill arms, 
straight-arm recovery , breathing every 3 strokes 
with focus on head position, body position, 
breathing technique

Develops endurance and is able to successfully 
complete the clubs mile swim before the cut off 
time.

Race / training specifics Race / training specifics Race / training specifics Race / training specifics

Tight streamline wall push offs on all sides 
(front/side/back) with propper streamline 
technique: arms extend behind head maintainign 
straight line with body, hands stacked tightly, chin up 
away from chest

Read the pace clock for 1:00 interval repeats Read pace clock to read varying time interval repeats 
(1:00, 1:15, 1:30, 1:45, 2:00 etc.)

Develop and incorporate racing standard turns and race specifics into not only 
their races but normal training practice. 

Summersault in water (forwards and backwards) Tight streamline wall push offs on all sides 
(front/side/back) with propper streamline technique 
with5 dolphin kicks: arms extend behind head 
maintainign straight line with body, hands stacked 
tightly, chin up away from chest

Perform all strokes turns in accordance with 
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No breathers for 10+meters (freestyle and 
underwater)

Rolling push offs from back to front with propper 
streamline technique: arms extend behind head 
maintainign straight line with body, hands stacked 
tightly, chin up away from chest

Underwater streamline dolphin kick for 15+ meters 
without breathing

Basic turn technique: Intermediate turn techniques:

Freestyle: appraoch the wall, perform a flip turn, 
push off on back in streamline and role onto front 
while performing dolphin kick

Build speed and technique into the basic flip turn 
technique: perform flip turn using core strength and 
kick to power flip. Arms remain in position pointing 
away from the wall at all times without requiring a 
breath to be taken immediately before the turn. 

Backstroke: appraoch the wall counting appropriate 
strokes from flags, turn onto stomach, perform a flip 
turn, push off on bock in streamline

Build speed and technique into the basic flip turn 
technique: perform flip turn using core strength and 
kick to power flip. Arms remain in position pointing 
away from the wall at all times without requiring a 
breath to be taken immediately before the turn. 

Breastroke/Butterfly: Approach wall, touch with two 
hands, perform turn(knees pulled up tight to chest, 
jab and gel to turn), extend arms into streamline, 
push off and perform underwater

Build speed and technique into two hand touch turn 
to increase speed.


